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DAY 1: INAUGRAL FUNCTION

One week boot camp on Creativity and Innovation organised by Anand Pharmacy College
in association with Anand English Medium School, Anand started with inaugural function
on June 10, 2019.
Total 45 students from across the schools of Anand had enthusiastically participated in
this boot camp, exclusively designed for the students of 7th to 10th standard. Function was
graced by the presence of guest Dr. LaljiBaldaniya (Principal, Faculty of Pharmacy,
Marwadi University), Dr. Tejal Gandhi (Principal, Anand pharmacy College), Mrs. Chandni
Shah (Principal, Anand English Medium School) and Smt. Jyotsnaben Patel (Honorary
Secretary, SRKSM). Inaugural address by Dr. LaljiBaldaniya motivated students to
innovate and be creative using simple surrounding knowledge. Dr. Tejal Gandhi and Mrs.
Chandni Shah encouraged students to actively participate in the session. Smt. Jyotsnaben
Patel gave presidential remark for the event. Thus, with full throttle and enthusiasm the
journey of one week boot camp from June 10 to18, 2019 began.

(Image from left to right: Lamp lightening ceremony, Inaugural addresss by Dr.
LaljiBaldaniya, Address by Dr. Tejal Gandhi)
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BOOT CAMP SESSIONS| DAY 1

#Day 1: Innovation and You
Speaker: Dr. LaljiBaldaniya, Principal,
Faculty of Pharmacy, Marwadi University.
Session started with showing students
simple toy which when blown pops out air
filled tube and how that same concept can
save life when in need. Session covered 9
tools for creativity. It explained the young
minds, most basic concepts of creativity and
innovation in a simple and lucid way using
various interactive videos. Session focused,
that to innovate not always tech savvy
thinking and high investments are required,
innovation can be done using common thing
around you. Simple things that can make
difference,
can
make
life
easy.
Student’sastonishment and inquisitiveness
made the session successful.
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BOOT CAMP SESSIONS| DAY 2

#Day 2: Session 1: Thinking
process: Concepts and Tools
Speaker: Ms. Jenee Christian, Assistant
Professor, Faculty of Pharmacy, DDU,
Nadiad.
Session focused on the first thing you
need, to innovate i.e. Idea... and to
generate ideas we need to think. The
session covered what is thinking process,
how it affects the idea, and how can we
generate one. Session was designed to
activate the basic thinking skills in
students by showing various images and

#Day 2: Session 2: Thinking out of
Box
Speaker: Dr. Vaishali Thakkar,
Professor, Anand Pharmacy College,
Anand.
Think beyond obviousness is what the
session focused on. Students were
asked to show their creativity by
making drawing from the nine circles
presented to them. Thus, it was hands
on training session to jolt and shake
the young minds to unleash their
creativity. One problem has many
solution was once again proven by
young minds.
videos.
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BOOT CAMP SESSIONS| DAY 3

#Day 3: Design
Thinking
Speaker:
Prof.KaramjitsinhBihol
a, Assistant Professor,
PG Research Centre for
Industrial Design, GTU,
Ahmedabad.

Shoe Making Competition.......

Session started with divine prayer to sanctify the
atmosphere. Session was oriented to find the real
problem in order to gain the solution and how this can
be done in a logical manner. This theoretical concept
was well explained by activity like shoe making based
on the faculty need and situation analysis and finding
solution with given limited resource by the students.
Once again, the thinking process and execution of the
projects by kids showed that they are unbeatable when
it comes to creativity.
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BOOT CAMP SESSIONS| DAY 4

#Day 4: Introduction to the world of IPR for school children
Speaker: Mr. Amitkumar Patel, Asst. Professor (IPR/ Patent), GTU, Ahmedabad
Session introduced students to basic IPR in simple way, giving practical examples. Also
students were informed, how and which things can be patented. This concept was
explained with the help of the activity where students were asked to present the shoes
made by them in previous session and make presentation; why and how their product is
novel. Though IPR is little hard topic to understand, students gave their full efforts to
justify the task given to them.
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BOOT CAMP SESSIONS| DAY 5

#Day 5: Six thinking hats and creative thinking
Speaker: Dr. BindyaSoni, Associate Professor, Anand Institute of Management, Anand.
Session was filled with activities to activate the lateral thinking process in the students.
The students were asked to solve various puzzles using unconventional thinking methods.
Session acquainted students towards six thinking hats and its importance for starting a
business venture. The concept was demonstrated by grouping students in a group of 6
students and asking them to start a restaurant business in Anand and evaluate its
feasibility using six thinking hats concept. Active participation and enthusiasm of
students
made
the
session
successful.
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BOOT CAMP SESSIONS| DAY 6

#Day 6: Creative Business Re-imagination
Speaker: Prof.Bhavin Kothari, Senior Faculty- Strategic Design Management, National
Institute of Design, Gandhinagar.
Session was filled with various activities to boost lateral thinking pattern in students.
Paradigm paralysis is a poison to business venture was a concept explained with lucidity
using example of frog in warm water. Change is necessity for the time. So is the principle
of business. We need to do things differently rather than doing different thing was a
message given to students to be successful. Desirable, Feasible and viable solution makes
a successful Innovative business model. Concept was explained by an activity where
students were asked to find solution for car parking problem.
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BOOT CAMP SESSIONS| DAY 7

#Day 7: 3C’s of effective team work
Speaker: Dr. NanditaAcharaya, Teacher Educator, Waymade College of Education, Vallabh
Vidyanagar.
To be successful leader, one needs to be team player. This aspect of leadership was
covered in this session. The session focused on 3C’s of effective team work i.e.
Communication, Cooperation and Conflict resolution through various team building group
activities to help students build team playing capabilities.
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BOOT CAMP SESSIONS| DAY 8

#Day 8: Innovative leadership
Speaker: Dr. NanditaAcharaya, Teacher Educator, Waymade College of Education,Vallabh
Vidyanagar.
Session started with group activity of enacting the role model who inspires them the most
and describing them. Session helped the students to understand that leader is not a tag
but successful journey of a hard worker. For the second activity, students were asked to
identify the current problems of the world and what change they would bring to rectify
the situation. They were asked to write the slogans pertaining to it and give presentation
on it. Students came up with good social message and solution to the problems. Activities
helped students to cultivate leadership skills.
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DAY 8: VALEDICTORY FUNCTION

Session ended with valedictory function chaired by Mrs. Chandni Shah (Convenor), Dr.
Purvi shah (SSIP Coordinator) where the enthusiasm and active participation of the
students during various activities was appreciated with gifts. One of the participated
students stated that the camp change the way she perceived the problem.High praises and
appreciation were extended to the organizing committee by the speakers and students for
the arrangement, hospitality, and excellent services rendered. Thus, the camp which
started with full throttle and enthusiasm ended on June 18, 2019. The entire event was
coordinated by Dr. Vaishali Thakkar, Ms. Ruby Christian and Ms. Urvi Patel.

